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GISELA
40 year old Gisela and her husband Niño – were a power couple. 
She was the first woman licensed pilot of a commercial airline. 
When Gisela married Niño 3 years ago, she was prevailed upon by 
her husband to resign from her lucrative career as he wanted her 
to run for election and take over his seat as Mayor of his town, 
while he aspired to get elected to a higher public office. As a wife 
who wanted to please her husband, Gisela gave up her career and 
her passion for flying, and she agreed to try politics and enter the 
public life. Both were elected to public office in May 2015: Gisela as 
Mayor of an island Municipality, and her husband, Niño, as Board 
Member of their Province. Both were loved and respected by their 
respective constituents, but home life can only be surmised to be 
totally different: for after only 3 years of marriage, and less than 
2 years as Mayor, Gisela wanted to resign as Mayor and wanted to 
get out of her marriage. But before she could do it – she was shot 
dead at close range by her husband and her body thrown into the 
deep sea.

DAISY
Daisy – daughter, sister, wife, mother, devoted choir-
member and Bible woman of her local church, and a 
Country Executive of a foreign construction business 
company. While she was succeeding and calling the shots 
in a “man’s world”, at home she was putty in the hands 
of her husband: deferring and submitting to him as 
exhorted in the Bible. Her husband never let her forget for 
a moment that he was the head of their family, and that 
she was only the wife. Daisy suffered all forms of abuse 
from her husband: physical, sexual, psychological and 
financial - like gambling away her hard earned money, 
and losing the properties she inherited and acquired for 
the family. After more than 20 years, Daisy finally found 
courage to reclaim her life, but at her first attempt to 
say no to further abuse, she was strangled and brutally 
stabbed to death by her husband. Her body was found 3 
days later at the garbage dump along the highway.

AMY

Amy – married since she was 18 years old to the man who 
first raped her, and who repeatedly raped her even during 
their marriage. Over the years she was habitually beaten 
by her husband to “put her in her proper place”. Often she 
ran for help to the local social worker, the barangay village 
chief, the mayor and even to her parish priest – they all 
tried to help, but the battering became even worse each 
time she came home. At 38 years old and after 8 children, 
suffering from the battered wife syndrome, Amy hacked 
her husband to death before he could hurt her and her 
children again. Now Amy is still in jail as the justice system 
has closed its eye to the over 20 years of abuse she suffered, 
and condemned her for her one last act of liberation from 
her misery.
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These are women victims of  domestic violence and 
these are only the worst cases of  how Violence Against 
Women (VAW) can end. I personally know and have 
encountered them at some points in their lives. For 
Gisela and Daisy, while both projected a public image 
of  confidence and success, admired and envied by many, 
I did not know what was going on in their private lives 
until their tragic deaths. For Amy – I met her in court. 
She may be alive yet she is a virtually a living-dead: she 
feels that her liberation from her abusive husband is 
not worth the pain of  separation from her 8 children 
– aged 8 months to 16 years old.

While we may be tempted to believe that Domestic 
Violence happens only to the poor and marginalized 
or only in poor and developing countries, the following 
statistics will, however, shock us into realization that 
indeed the problem is pandemic.

GLobAL REpoRt pubLIShED bY WoRLD 
hEALth oRGAnIzAtIon (Who)

About 1 in 3 (35%) women worldwide have experienced 
either physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence 
in their lifetime.

•	 Of all women who were the victims of  homicide 
globally in 2012, almost half  were killed by 
intimate partners or family members; specifically 
in Australia, Canada, Israel, South Africa and the 
United States - between 40 and 70 percent of  
female murder victims were killed by their intimate 
partners; and every day in the US, more than 
three women are murdered by their husbands or 
boyfriends.

•	 Worldwide, more than 700 million women alive 
today were married as children (below 18 years of  
age). Of  those women, more than 1 in 3 - or some 

250 million - were married before they were 
15. Child brides are often unable to effectively 
negotiate safe sex, leaving them more vulnerable 
to abuse, early pregnancy, as well as sexually 
transmitted infections, including HIV.

•	 Around 120 million girls worldwide (slightly 
more than 1 in 10) have experienced forced 
intercourse or other forced sexual acts at some 
point in their lives. By far the most common 
perpetrators of  sexual violence against girls 
are current or former husbands, partners or 
boyfriends.

•	 At least 200 million women and girls alive today 
have undergone female genital mutilation/
cutting in 30 countries, according to new 
estimates published on the United Nations’ 
International Day of  Zero Tolerance for Female 
Genital Mutilation in 2016. In most of  these 
countries, the majority of  girls were cut before 
the age of  5 years.

•	 More than 8,093 cases of  dowry-related deaths 
in India were reported in 2007

•	 In 2014, across the 28 Member States of  the 
European Union, a little more than one in five 
women experienced physical and/or sexual 
violence from a partner.

•	 Violence against Women Prevalence Data: 
Surveys by Country compiled by UN Women 
as of  December 2012 shows the percentages by 
country of  women who reported experience of  
physical or sexual violence or both by an intimate 
partner.
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WhAt IS DoMEStIc VIoLEncE?

Domestic Violence is the most insidious and most 
common form of  Violence Against Women (VAW). It 
is a pattern of  abusive behavior characterized by the 
intent to gain or maintain power and control over an 
intimate partner or other family members. Domestic 
Violence is characterized by violent actions or threats 
of  violent actions, including behaviors that intimidate, 
manipulate, humiliate, isolate, frighten, terrorize, 
coerce, threaten, blame, hurt, injure or kill a partner. 

This violence can take the form of  physical assault, 
psychological abuse, social abuse, financial abuse, or 
sexual assault. The abuse can be established over time 
and, in most cases, it begins subtly with insults, a shove 
or by alienating the survivor from family and friends. 
With time, the abusive behavior can be more frequent 
and severe.

Domestic Violence is the most commonly used term 
for violence against Women by an intimate partner, 
but it is also known as intimate partner violence, 
family violence or battering. These definitions vary 
between states, countries and organizations, but they 
are all based on the same premise – the abuse and/or 
misuse of  power in familial, co-habiting or intimate 
relationships in order to control.

WhY DoMEStIc VIoLEncE/VAW 
hAppEnS?

Domestic Violence/VAW is closely linked to power 
and control. Violence against women and girls is related 
to their lack of  power and control, as well as to the 
social norms that prescribe men and women’s roles in 
society and condone abuse.

There are actually many factors that cause and/or 
contribute to Domestic Violence/VAW , among 
which are the following:

1. Certain societal conditions and beliefs which 
encourage or condone violence, like: 

•	 Cultural and traditional values which give 
men propriety rights over women and male 
domination maintained by a complex series 
of  institutional and social arrangements 
reinforcing the notion that women are 
subordinate to men;

•	 Interpretation of  some religious teachings 
of  headship and a wife’s submission to her 
husband;

•	 Husbands’ right and duty to maintain good 
order in the family, punish their wives for 
delinquency, especially wives’ failure to keep 
their proper place;

•	 Traditional values which often undermine 
formal affirmation of  the equality of  men 
and women.

2. Certain responses from the community 
perpetuate violence: 

•	 The culture of  silence, where abusers hide 
behind the victim’s silence;

•	 Most societies regard family as sacrosanct – 
not to be interfered with by outsiders or the 
State, and the affairs of  the family members 
are deemed private;

•	 Normalized use of  violence within the 
family to resolve conflicts.

3. Certain characteristics have been found to be 
common among offenders who use violence: 

•	 Rigid socialization into their gender roles, 
where men act out their superior role and 
expect submission from women;

•	 Low self-esteem and feelings of  insecurity;

•	 Need to maintain power and control;

•	 Violence is his learned way of  resolving 
conflicts;

•	 Exposure to violence between parents while 
growing up;

•	 Personality disorder/s. 
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Some of  these factors are undoubtedly influenced and aggravated by Patriarchy. While it is the traditional, 
historically long-prevailing culture of  Patriarchy which is the source of  men’s power, it cannot however be singled 
out as the root cause of  Domestic Violence/VAW. The root cause is actually the misuse and abuse of  this power. 
But Patriarchy is a significant contributing factor to Domestic Violence/VAW because it creates an environment 
ripe for the abuse to happen. Traditional and cultural mores, religious beliefs and practices, economic and 
political conditions in a Patriarchal society could set the environment for domestic violence. And women in this 
patriarchal power structure and socialized with rigid gender roles, are poorly equipped to protect themselves if  
their partners become violent.

Factors that Keep Women in Violent Relationships
Emotional Factors Love and emotional investment

Hope that the abusive partner will change
Concern for the children
Lack of  confidence to make the decision
Fear for her life or safety and those of  her 
children and loved ones

Structural factors Lack of  resources
Lack of  support system (legal, police, 
medical and social services)
Lack of  education or awareness
Lack of  knowledge of  rights
Lack of  legal protective measures or lack 
of  access to judicial system
Lack of  resource employment and training 
opportunities
Lack of  safe place

Societal and 
cultural norms and 
religious beliefs

Understanding and acceptance that 
women should put the rights, welfare and 
interests of  others above their own
Family preservation at all costs
Normalization of  abuse and violence
Inviolability of  marriage
Interpretation of  biblical teachings on 
wife’s submission to man

IMpAct of DoMEStIc 
VIoLEncE/VAW

Domestic Violence/VAW is the gravest 
manifestation of  unequal power relations 
between men and women. It strikes at the 
personhood of  women- an assault on the 
dignity of  women and a grave violation of  her 
basic human rights to life, safety, security and 
self-determination. It causes physical injuries 
even death, and undermines not only her 
mental, emotional, psychological, spiritual and 
social well-being, but also that of  her children, 
her family and society as a whole.

JUDGING 
To behold the face of  the Gisela, of  
Daisy, of  Amy or the woman next 
door who is abused, violated and even 
killed - brings us all to question our 
person, our being a member of  the 
community of  humankind, our life 
options. It means that we be confronted 
with seemingly empty looks that are 
steeped in pathos beyond words. It 

begs for reverent silence in the unfolding of  her story of  survival, 
in the revelation of  her yearning to be valued as part of  the human 
community, in the offering of  her dream to live the promise and the 
gift that she is. To hold her gaze is to see through her eyes all that is 
within her and without. It is to acknowledge her person, reverence 
her story, and bind her wounds into healing so that the whole human 
community may be healed.

At the heart of  the violence against women and children is the 
regarding of  the woman as less than the man.  This notion reaches 
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its worse expression with the exclusion 
of  women – a notion that renders her 
invisible. She who is created in the image 
of  God is considered a non-entity.

In his book ‘Inclusivity: A Gospel 
Mandate’, Diarmuid O’Murchu states: 

bIbLE

Created in God’s Image

The Bible teaches that humanity is created in the image 
of  God and calls the community to protect the dignity, 
equality and sacredness of  persons. (Genesis 1:26-27, 
Genesis 4-11, Exodus 23:9 and Leviticus 19:34)

Jesus and the Women on the Margins:

In Luke’s gospel (Luke 7:36-50), Simon invites Jesus for 
a meal. A woman of  ill-repute brings an alabaster jar of  
ointment and washes the feet of  Jesus with the ointment and 
her tears, wipes his feet with her hair. Simon was annoyed 
that a woman of  disrepute was even touching Jesus. Jesus 
challenges his judgmental stance by asking him a piercing 
question: “Simon, do you SEE this woman?” O’Murchu 
paraphrases this question: “Simon, do you actually see the 
female person standing in front of  you? Are you so blinded 
by moralistic judgments that you are no longer capable of  
seeing this person for who she really is? And if  you cannot 
even see her, then what hope is there that you will ever be 
able to include her – either in your heart or your home!”*

In Luke 13: 10-17, a woman bent for eighteen years by 
deformity and oppression, beaten down by ridicule and 
rejection, and the gossip of  people about what curse had 

caused her affliction. And Jesus healed her on 
a Sabbath.  ‘Jesus circumvents the prevailing 
legalities in order to restore the woman’s health 
and thus reintegrates her with the community. ... 
Now standing straight, upright in front of  the 
gathered worshippers, who amazingly seemed 
pleased about her new-found freedom. And 
she looks the synagogue president in the eye, 
a challenging gaze he cannot avoid. He cannot 
exclude her anymore…’* 

In the women who stayed under the cross, 
we see faithfulness to the end, even when the 
male disciples fled in fear. ‘…They remained 
to await a frightening dawn that would propel 
them into a mission transcending all missionary 
endeavors ever recorded in the Gospel. …When 
all is doomed to ultimate despair, hope lingers 
on painfully and poignantly in a marginalized 
group led by Mary Magdalene.’*

“If  we are to take Gospel inclusivity seriously, 
how we regard and embrace the Gospel women 
will define how we handle all other residues of  
patriarchal exclusion. We are called to a new 
egalitarian collaboration whereby the uniqueness 
of  both male and female is realized.”*

What St. Paul says in the letter to the Galatians 
aptly describes the egalitarian community of  
the Jesus movement: “There is neither Jew nor 
Greek, there is neither slave nor free man, there 
is neither male nor female; for you are all one in 
Christ Jesus.”** 

chuRch DocuMEntS

The Catechism of  the Catholic Church (no. 
1934) echoes the biblical teaching by noting 
the equal dignity of  all people: “Created in 

“… the cruel invisibility to which women have been subjected under a 
range of  patriarchal regimes. Oppression in itself  was not the problem; 
worse still was the exclusion whereby the dominant male culture chose 
not to see, did not want to see, and added injury to insult by not even 
registering the very presence of  a woman. …It is an exclusion that can 
never be justified in the name of  Gospel integrity.”
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the image of  the one God and equally endowed with 
rational souls, all…. have the same nature and the same 
origin. Redeemed by the sacrifice of  Christ, all are called 
to participate in the same divine beatitude: all therefore 
enjoy an equal dignity.”

Gaudium et Spes 29: “Any kind of  social or cultural 
decimation in the basic personal rights on the ground of  
sex, race, colour, social conditions, language or religion, 
must be eradicated as incompatible with God’s design.”

Popes

Pope John Paul II: Mulieris Dignitatem, (MD, 101) 
“This domination (of  man over woman) indicates the 
disturbance and loss of  the stability of  this fundamental 
equality which man and woman possess…”

Pope John Paul II: Letter to Women (LW , 31) In the 
name of  the Church, he asked forgiveness for the non-
recognition and misrepresentation of  women, which in 
effect, relegated them to the margins of  society. And 
he hoped that “this regret be transformed, on the part 
of  the whole Church, into a renewed commitment of  
fidelity to the Gospel vision: to set women free from 
every kind of  exploitation and domination.’

Pope Francis during one of  his weekly general 
audiences in St. Peter’s Square: “We have not yet 
understood in depth what things the feminine genius 
can give us, that woman can give to society and also 
to us. Perhaps to see things with different eyes that 
complements the thoughts of  men.”

Pope Francis: “I would like to underline how the 
woman has a particular sensitivity for the ‘things 
of  God’, above all in helping us to understand the 
mercy, tenderness and love that God has for us… ”

conGREGAtIonAL 
DocuMEntS

SSpS Constitutions and 
Directory 

Article 109.3: We consider it an important 
mission to enable women to grow in 
awareness of their personal dignity and 
their role in the family, the Church and 
society.

SSpS General Chapters Documents

1990 - 10th G. C.: Priority: Women, Youth and 
Children; Strategy: Promotion of Women
1996 - 11th G.C.: Priority in Mission: To promote the 
Good News of Jesus in a relevant way as Prophetic 
Women

2002 - 12th G. C.: … called and sent to the most 
excluded ones in society… as Women for Women

2008 - 13th G.C.: What does our encounter with 
you, Risen Lord, mean for us today as Intercultural, 
Learning and Authentic Witnesses as Women 
Disciples?

2014 - 14th G. C.: Toward Communion - Widening 
the Circle “… By his words and deeds, Jesus invited 
back to communion all those who, in one way or 
another, had fallen out of it or had been pushed to 
the margins. He reached out to all but especially to 
sinners, the poor, the sick, women, and people of 
other beliefs. He lived the good news he proclaimed 
in his stories and parables: No one is excluded from 
the Reign of God!”
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ACTING
EnD DoMEStIc VIoLEncE/
VAW: A cALL to ActIon

Domestic Violence/VAW is beyond the capacity of  
individuals and family members to address. It is not 
just the cops’ or judges’ duty to respond. Having legal 
remedies and protective services are not enough, for 
how can the disempowered avail of  the same, and how 
can the voiceless be heard?

An effective response to Domestic Violence/VAW 
must be multi-sectoral and multi-disciplinary. Freedom 
from VAW is everybody’s concern. It is our obligation 
to intervene, more especially so for those who are 
followers of  Jesus.

The following are only samples of  responses to address 
Domestic Violence/VAW , and the list can go on:

1. Prevention Programs

Since VAW is both a consequence and a cause of  gender 
inequality, primary prevention programs addressing 
gender inequality and the root causes of  violence have 
to be carried out, such as:
•	 Conduct of  gender sensitivity trainings/

orientations to highlight complementarity of  the 
female and male genius;

•	 Gender-fair curriculum in schools to eliminate 
rigid gender stereotyping and gender biases, and 
focus on changing cultural and traditional norms 
and attitudes that promote the acceptance of  and 
even encourage violence, and a zero tolerance for 
violence;

•	 Mainstream gender concepts, gender issues, VAW 
and Women’s and Children’s Human Rights in 
lesson plans/guides of  teaching staff; 

•	 Public awareness raising on the issue by creating 
and disseminating materials and innovative audio-
visual messages which project a positive image of  
girl children and women in society, and that portray 
domestic violence as unacceptable;

•	 Information drives on the rights of  women and 
children;

•	 Education that emphasizes the role of  increasing 
male responsibility to end VAW , and involving 
men advocates against violence;

•	 Multi-media Campaigns to end Domestic 
Violence/VAW;

•	 Fora and Focus Group Discussions on Demystifying 
Machismo and Redefining Manhood;

•	 Changing norms and behavior of  men and boys;
•	 Changing cultural and traditional beliefs, attitude 

and practices that reinforce gender stereotypes and 
gender biases;

•	 Challenging patriarchal structures and systems that 
create or promote an environment ripe for abuse ;

•	 Re-examining our personal use of  power;
•	 Lobbying for passage of  laws and ordinances that 

promote and protect women’s and children’s right;
•	 Support Anti-VAW efforts of  the government and 

your immediate community.     

2. Intervention and Protection Programs

For the Victim: in addressing the immediate practical 
needs of  women experiencing abuse, gender sensitive 
delivery of  services where women are treated with 
respect and are not stigmatized is necessary. These 
services include:

•	 Medical services
•	 Security and protection services
•	 Social services: food, shelter, clothing
•	 Counseling and trauma healing and other psycho-

social interventions
•	 Legal services
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•	 Referral system for making use of  these services.

For the abuser: Rehabilitation Programs that 
emphasize self-healing, respect, human dignity, self-
control and anger management, alternative modes 
of  conflict resolution, crisis coping mechanisms and 
other similar skills.

Networking: Establish linkages with local and 
national government agencies, as well as with other 
organizations like the church, non-government 
organizations where you can refer victims -survivors 
for needed assistance which you, or your organization, 
are not able to provide.

3. Empowerment and Capacity Building 
Programs:

Unless women are empowered, they will remain victims. 
We have to help them transcend their victimization 
to become survivors, and be able to help others. 
The implementation and provision of  the following 
programs and services could help:

•	 Opportunities for education and skills training;
•	 Livelihood and economic independence
•	 Access to credit
•	 Employment
•	 Creation/Organization of  support groups 
•	 Friendly spaces and supportive environment that 

allow free expression and communication
•	 Developing friendships and social networks
•	 Journeying/walking with them and monitoring 

their progress

The 18-Day Campaign to End Violence Against 
Women is observed annually from November 25 – 
December 12 worldwide. It is therefore timely that 
at this time, we consider how we, as women and as 
a religious congregation, can more meaningfully 
widen our circle of  communion with the women in 
our respective mission stations, particularly with 
the victims and survivors of  abuse and the service 
providers.

But we first need to pause and reflect on our own 
personal and congregational beliefs, values, attitudes, 
practices, and ways of  thinking and doing things in 
order that, however we choose to respond and intervene 
to help, we will not unwittingly add to or aggravate the 
women’s victimization and oppression.

So WE ASK ouRSELVES:

1. Personal

•	 How do I look at and regard abused women?
•	 How do I listen to their stories?
•	 Am I capable of  seeing things from the 

perspective of  the abused?

2. Cultural

•	 What cultural or traditional beliefs, values and 
attitudes do I still have that reinforce gender 
stereotypes and gender biases?

•	 Have I in my way of  thinking and doing things, 
unintentionally contributed to an environment 
that allows abuse to happen?

3. Gender-Sensitivity and use of Gender 
lens

•	 How gender-sensitive am I in my relationships 
with others?

•	 Do I recognize how differently men and women 
are affected by our policies, practices, projects, 
program, and in everything we do in carrying 
out our mission?

•	 Do I recognize and take action to address/
redress or rectify any form of  inequality, 
injustice, unfairness arising out of  my dealings 
with others?

•	 In the implementation of  our programs, 
projects and work, are we adding to women’s 
burden, oppression and discrimination?

•	 Are my relationships with others life-giving, 
healing and nurturing?

4. Power

•	 What are my sources of  powers? (age, health, 
integrity, experience, expertise, talents, skills, 
resources , positions? etc.)

•	 How am I using my powers? (power over, power 
to, power with)

•	 Is my use of  my powers empowering or 
disempowering others?

•	 Am I still adopting/adhering to the patriarchal 
framework in the use of  my powers?


